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The Shariyat-Ki-Sugmad means Way of the Eternal. These writings are the scriptures of Eckankar,

Religion of the Light and Sound of God. Though they're possibly the oldest teachings known on

earth, they speak to you directly--today. They come alive in your heart.Through The

Shariyat-Ki-Sugmad you will discover an answer to every human question ever yet, or to be,

devised. Its pages tell what life really consists of and how to live it.Eckankar is ancient wisdom for

today. Its teachings, which resurfaced in 1965, emphasize the value of personal experiences as the

most natural way back to God. Whatever your religious background, they show how to look and

listen within yourself--to expand your consciousness and enjoy spiritual connectedness. See for

yourself--perhaps for the first time--how to lead a happy, balanced, and productive life. And put daily

concerns into loving perspective.
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I LOVE the search feature with this digital version. I open via Kindle and search quickly on terms like

"service," "love," "gratitude," et cetera. And if I were Soul-traveling, where might I hear the sound of



"buzzing" like bees, or "birds" twittering, or "bells" of any depth from the slow-deep reverberation

made by a monk swinging a 6"caliper log into a 5-foot-tall hanging metal bell to the softest tinkling

bell sound of sand thrown against a windshield. Thanks!

A life-changer for the humble spiritual seeker. This two-volume book is a vast spiritual seed bank.

Your heart is the fertile ground through which these seeds of wisdom will come to fruition. You'll be

experiencing a 360-degree viewpoint, which takes getting used to while journeying through and

appreciating the depth of this masterpiece. Contemplate chapter 7 "The Transcendence of Loveâ€•

in Book One and you'll know what I mean. This is food for Soul, the eternal spark of God that you

really are. But honestly, your mind of itself is ill-suited to help you unlock the bountiful wisdom

included in these writings. Let your dreams blossom on holy ground!

Priceless insights and wisdom gleaned from the wisest sources available to humanity. A real gift to

all spiritual seekers. These books, "The way of the SUGMAD", give direct knowledge, both esoteric

and practical, about our true nature and the way to make our lives happier and richer. Every chapter

contains wisdom beyond this word.

I purchased this book to add to my collection of "New Age" writings. What was interesting was its

clarity and very unique way it layed out its teachings. It seems a condensed verison of ancient truth.

I will continue to review the book(s) but from my observation it makes a great study into spirituality

from a non traditional religious view point. By the way the print is readable and the excellent quality

of the book itself speaks alot about the contents quality.

The most spiritual book in all the Universes... As you grow as a spiritual being the book will show

you different understandings of all you can be aware of... What you understand from this book... No

one can dismiss the revilations this book hold.. It is determined by your state of consciousness.

The Shariyat-Ki-Sugmad is the bible for ECKANKAR, the religion of light and sound. It is one of

those books that you can read bit by bit and contemplate on the words and go deeper into the

spiritual meaning for yourself. I first read this book about 18 years ago and was blown away by the

information it gives and the clear messages from Sugmad (God) and several ECK Masters.I

downloaded a copy into my tablet so I can carry it where ever I go! Thank you, ECKANKAR, for

allowing everyone who wants a copy to have it.



I was thrilled to be able to purchase the Kindle version of this book. I am excited at being able to

create clippings for my favorite passages for quick reference. Also, I can now take the Shariyat with

me whenever I travel. This has been a wonderful gift. As for the contents of this two volume set: It

will fill you with hope and love and joy and awe! Enjoy!

This book is a breath of fresh air! It answers any question a spiritual seeker might have, also shining

light upon information one may not have considered. It will help raise your spiritual consciousness.
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